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About Cummins
Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation 
of complementary business units that design, manufacture, 
distribute and service engines and related technologies, 
including fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration, 
emission solutions and electrical power generation systems. 

Headquartered in Columbus, Indiana (USA), Cummins serves 
customers in around 190 countries and territories through a 
network of more than 600 company owned and independent 
distributor locations and approximately 6,000 dealer locations.

Cummins Distribution Europe

Cummins has strong distribution across Europe, 
providing new equipment sales and full aftermarket support 
across its product range of engines and gensets for a wide 
range of applications and market segments. This includes 
the provision of service, repairs and maintenance, and the 
supply of parts and engine consumables. 

Cummins delivers local support through a network of 
modern, fully equipped Service Centres providing in-shop 
support, complemented by a team of mobile service 
technicians and engineers who provide rapid response at the 
customer’s location.

Global Support - Cummins Care

Customer engineering expertise and technical specialists 
from Cummins, together with a global, strategically 
spread service network are there to provide support, 
wherever you may be.

Recreational and Light Commercial Marine

Cummins offers a complete line of propulsion power 
solutions from 6.7-11 litres (230-715 bhp), designed 
specifically for recreational and commercial marine 
applications, including:

n  Coastguard / Patrol n  Defence / Government

n  Fisheries  n  Motor Yachts

n  RIBs    n  Sail Yachts

n  Workboats

Cummins Onan Marine Generator Sets

Cummins Onan is the industry’s foremost leader in marine 
generators, supplying recreational and commercial marine 
markets and some of the finest yacht builders in the 
world. Cummins Onan generator sets range from 4-99 kW 
(4 - 100 kVA). They provide state-of-the-art controls and 
diagnostics, reliability as well as smooth, quiet operation.

Control Systems 

Cummins also provides a range of complementary control 
systems. These include Cummins Inboard Joystick, 
Zeus pod propulsion system. Cummins Konrad Sterndrive 
propulsion system and SmartCraft controls, gauges 
and display options to meet all power and diagnostic 
requirements on board.
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Today’s recreational and light commercial marine boaters demand a higher level of performance 
from all aspects of their vessels. Advances in boat building materials and techniques, 
improvements in vessel design, comfort and safety, and significant developments in marine 
electronics have raised expectations across the board.

The Cummins Quantum Series engines meet this challenge by delivering a level of performance 
and reliability that sets a completely new standard for marine diesel propulsion. The result 
of decades of research and cutting-edge innovations, Quantum engines feature specialised 
high-pressure common rail or electronic injection fuel systems that provide increased 
power to weight ratios, cleaner starts and less noise. The smoke and odour often associated 
with diesel engines are all but eliminated. With quiet, effortless startups and impressive 
acceleration, these engines contribute to a superior boating experience.  • >>

Diesel Advantages

n Outstanding fuel economy and range

n Higher torque for greater power

n Durability for longer engine life

Quantum Advantages

n Instant startup in cold weather

n Virtually smoke and odour free 

n Lighter weight / increased power

n  Simplified engine 
information management 

n 80% less noise at idle on QSB series

n SmartCraft® vessel integration 

n Unmatched durability

n EPA Tier 3, IMO and RCD certified

Unsurpassed Reliability & Efficiency
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• >> To ensure maximum performance, all Quantum Series engines 
are SmartCraft® capable. Multiplexing digital control and communications 
systems constantly monitor not only engine performance but also 
fuel tank levels, GPS and water depth. With a colour helm display 
that provides instant diagnostics and is easy to read, you’ll always 
be in command of your vessel.

Quantum engines also feature advanced piston design for durability. 
Front engine supports have been strengthened and designed for easier 
installation. A raised turbocharger location reduces exhaust connection 
complexity. Handed fuel and lube filters can be installed on either side 
of the engine for easy servicing. Add a corrosion proof belt guard, 
and you can begin to understand the level of detailed planning that goes 
into our products and the resulting confidence you can have in them. 

In addition to setting the benchmark for performance, Cummins is also 
a leader in environmental protection, earning one of the first EPA Tier 3 
and IMO emission standards certifications. Field tested for thousands 
of hours in a variety of boats and in all types of environments, our full 
authority electronic control system continually monitors operating 
conditions and adjusts to provide optimised performance. 

Every component has been 
specifically designed to optimise 
reliability, performance and safety. 
If a problem should ever arise, 
you are backed by a global network 
of service technicians with the 
expertise and parts to get you back 
on the water quickly.

Today’s electronic diesel engine is just a part of a complex 
propulsion system that may include such things as digital throttle 
and shift, multiple SmartCraft displays, multiple helms, pods and 
joysticks. To help our boatbuilder partners seamlessly integrate 
our products into their vessels and ensure that everything works 
just as Cummins and the boatbuilder envisioned, we put together 
a team of customer engineering experts. 

The Cummins customer engineering team travels everywhere 
quality boats are manufactured. Whether working out of its 
home shop, or at boat plant half a world away, Cummins can 
provide as little or as much help as the builder desires, 
and can train the boatbuilder’s own technicians in the process. 
All work is fully documented down to the smallest detail, 
including OEM bill-of-material, drawing and schematic edits, 
and propulsion system preparation, installation and operation 
instructions, and all of that information is provided to the customer 
for use on future installations.

Technical Support
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Boating Made Simple
with the Cummins Inboard Joystick

The Cummins Inboard Joystick is a docking system designed specifically for use 
with traditional inboard engines and transmissions. We used our joystick control 
expertise and utilised a new class of DC thrusters with extended run time capability 
to bring boaters a new level of confidence when docking in close quarters. 
Cummins also backs up every component in the inboard joystick system with the 
same warranty and global service and support network as the Cummins engines. 
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Cummins Inboard Joystick Vessel Control
Features

n  Cummins applications expertise ensures each vessel 
need is met with four thruster size options –  
95kg, 125kg, 160kg, and 220kg

n  Compatible with all recreational ratings 
of Cummins engines

n   Multiple station capability – 3 lever stations  
and up to 5 Joystick stations

n  12V or 24V controls

Advantages

n  Inboard simplicity

n  Minimum components

n  Confidence at the helm

n  Engines, controls, harnessing and thrusters supported 
and warranted by Cummins

7

The Cummins Inboard Joystick is a docking system designed specifically for use 
with traditional inboard engines and transmissions. We used our joystick control 
expertise and utilised a new class of DC thrusters with extended run time capability 
to bring boaters a new level of confidence when docking in close quarters. 
Cummins also backs up every component in the inboard joystick system with the 
same warranty and global service and support network as the Cummins engines. 

The Cummins inboard joystick operates with a comprehensive 
Electronic Throttle & Shift (ETS) control system

Features:

n  Single lever control

n  “Posi-lock” gear lockout capability

n  Selectable station transfer methods

n  Station lockout capability

n  Adjustable high idle settings

n  Control head keypad lights dimmer

n  Dual battery inputs
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Zeus Pod Drives provide improved fuel economy, faster cruise speed, and faster 
top speed and come in Twin, Triple and even Quadruple installations. All giving the 
protection, manoeuvrability and performance every boater needs.

Docking Without Fear >  
Intuitive joystick system with proportional 
thrust provides easy, stress-free docking 
experience, even in wind and current.

An Unparalleled Level of Protection and Performance

Designed for Protection

n  Robust, tunnel-mounted pods with rear-facing stainless steel propellers  
for industry-leading defence against damage from debris and grounding

n  Shearable skeg designed to break free on mild to moderate strikes,  
minimising harm to the pod

Clean, Quiet & Comfortable >  
n  Counter-rotating propellers, mounted on large rubber grommets, 

significantly reducing gear noise and vibration for a quiet and 
comfortable ride

n  With a foundation of quiet and clean running Quantum engines, already 
low engine exhaust is nearly eliminated by venting exhaust gases 
through the propeller hubs where the water flow leaves it in your wake.

8

QSB6.7-M 355 HP

QSB6.7-M 380 HP

QSB6.7-M 425 HP

QSB6.7-M 480 HP 

QSB6.7-M 550 HP

QSC8.3-M 550 HP

QSC8.3-M 600 HP

QSM11-M 715 HP

Cummins Engine Ratings compatible with Zeus: 
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An Unparalleled Level of Protection and Performance

Clean, Quiet & Comfortable >  
n  Counter-rotating propellers, mounted on large rubber grommets, 

significantly reducing gear noise and vibration for a quiet and 
comfortable ride

n  With a foundation of quiet and clean running Quantum engines, already 
low engine exhaust is nearly eliminated by venting exhaust gases 
through the propeller hubs where the water flow leaves it in your wake.

Skyhook® Station Keeping >  
n  Skyhook holds boat position and heading, perfect for 

waiting for a bridge opening, or hovering over a prime 
fishing spot, even in strong currents and windy conditions

n  Advanced Autopilot is integrated providing both 
autoheading and waypoint tracking

Zeus - Product Features

n  Rear-facing, tunnel-mounted drive assembly for unsurpassed safety

n Intuitive joystick system for effortless docking. Features include standard trolling

n Highly advanced autopilot for station keeping

n Dramatically improved high-speed handling and incredible low-speed manoeuvrability

n Automated, integral hydraulic trim tabs for optimum performance and visibility

n Better fuel economy, longer range, at both higher cruise and top speeds

n Clean, quiet Quantum Cummins engines with thru-hub exhaust (except QSM11)

n More power options and greater power density (up to 550 hp)

n Greatly reduced noise and vibration for a more pleasurable boating experience

n  SmartCraft™ technology that connects a boat’s diverse onboard systems into 
a single integrated system

n Easy to install and even easier to maintain through integrated components

n  Optional additional auxiliary joystick stations ideal for larger boats where visibility from 
the main helm station can become obstructed

Zeus - Boat Builder Benefits

Zeus propulsion package eliminates the need to additionally invest in:

9

n  Bow thruster

n  Autopilot

n  Shafts, struts, rudders

n  Propellers

n  Trim tabs and controls

n  Pick-ups, thru hulls, seacocks

n  Steering system

n  Rudder indicators

n  Pro shaft alignment

n  Main exhaust piping (Except for QSM11)

n  Installation labour for above components

n  Coordination with multiple vendors

Enhanced Manoeuvrability > 

n  Pods turn independently, resulting in much greater turning efficiency and responsiveness

n  Reliable, responsive hydraulic power steers the pods and actuates the integrated trim tabs

n  Trim tabs are automated to improve visibility during acceleration and optimise performance 
and fuel economy at all speeds 

n  Rear facing pod with through hub exhaust facilitates a very tight turning radius

n  Counter rotating propellers eliminate lateral forces, giving completely straight tracking

n  At the helm, a self-centering wheel, customisable steering response, and a tilt wheel give  
a whole new meaning to the word cruise

© ‘Bellagio’ Built by Mulder
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Combining proven Cummins diesel engine technology with 
specialist Konrad sterndrive expertise

n  Unique sterndrive propulsion package for 230 - 550 hp power range

n  Konrad sterndrives and the Cummins B series engines have 
enjoyed connectivity for well over a decade, and have thousands 
of successful installations

n  Significantly simplified installations because of components 
in predefined, tested and approved packages

n  Available to commercial, recreational and military applications

n  Input torque up to 1187 Nm at maximum 
engine rpm

n  Superior shifting: heavy rated hydraulic 
transmission 

n   Large, strong, 6 inch upper gears 

n  Larger and stronger, very robust gimbal ring

n  Wider, more expansive bolt pattern

n  25% larger trim cylinders

n   Integrated steering

n  Transmission options: direct couple or remote 
engine coupling

n  Bigger cotter pins

n   Bushings on all pins

n  Improved corrosion resistance

n  New, improved gauge functionality

n   Heavy housings, thick castings: heavy walled gear 
housings are capable of rebuilding an average 
of 7 times with a standard kit

Konrad 600 Series Sterndrive Features and Benefits:

Available QSB6.7 Ratings for Konrad 600 Series Package

Power 230 MHp 250 MHp 305 MHp 355 MHp 355 MHp 380 MHp 425 MHp 480 MHp 550 MHp

RPM 3000 2600 2600 2800 3000 3000 3300 3300 3300

Rating ID HO/HD HO/HD ID HO HO/ID HO/ID HO HO

Application* R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R

*  R = Recreational     C = Commercial
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Power 230 MHp 250 MHp 305 MHp 355 MHp 355 MHp 380 MHp 425 MHp 480 MHp 550 MHp

RPM 3000 2600 2600 2800 3000 3000 3300 3300 3300

Rating ID HO/HD HO/HD ID HO HO/ID HO/ID HO HO

Application* R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R/C R

Throttle:

n  Single lever control

n  Two button station transfer

n  Multiple station capability

n  Gear lockout

n  Automatic engine synchronisation

n  Gear position indicating lights

n  Easy installation

n  Dock mode

n  Troll mode

n   Available in 2 designs:  
Yacht Style or DTS Style

DTS Style Control

Displays: VesselView®

The premier engine information 
display. Combines all functions 
on the vessel, presented through 
a clear, direct, sunlight viewable, 
full colour display.

A complete suite of digital technologies united 
in one powerful, integrated, on-board vessel 
management system – from controls and 
Digital Throttle & Shift (DTS) to digital gauges, 
sensors, alarms and other onboard electronics. 
You’re in control of the boat. And everything else.

Gauges: SC1000 / SC100

The marine industry’s most advanced gauge, 
offering essential vessel information in plain, 
descriptive, easily understood language.

n  Available in 4" and 7" versions

n  Smart Start/Stop prevents 
accidental starter activation

n  Vessel Integration Panel (VIP) allows ease of service

n  Circuit protection from resettable breakers eliminates the need for fuses

n  Engine room start/stop (available with QSB, QSC, QSL, QSM) allows 
starting and stopping of engine

n   Expandable architecture gives the customer a “plug and play” design 
amounting to a personalised helm

n  SmartCraft gives you fingertip access to vessel system information 
(generation, water and fuel tanks, air conditioner and more), allowing 
a true connection to your vessel

SmartCraft® gives you  
total vessel integration
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Performance, Reliability & Support

Marine Generator Sets
Cummins Onan® Marine Generators power your voyage like no other. Our reputation for reliability, technological 
excellence and worry-free, clean and quiet operation makes us the global leader in marine generator set production. 

 
Accurate, timely information empowers you to voyage to the horizon of your choice. The Cummins Onan QD™ 
Quiet Diesel Series of digitally controlled generator sets not only power your voyage, but deliver smart power 
with extensive diagnostics. You know what’s happening with the touch of a button - like detailed information 
about generator status and operation that enables confidence in the safety and reliability of your power system. 
Cummins Onan helps you easily and confidently travel the course ahead.

12
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n   Legendary reliability

n   Transferable 5 year / 2000hr limited warranty

n   Extremely low noise and vibration

n   Electronic engine governing for quality power

n   Class leading accuracy and stability of voltage and frequency

n   J1939 / Smartcraft network output (optional)

n   12 or 24V start

n   Available with negative or isolated DC ground 

n   Heat exchanger / wet exhaust or keel cooled / 
dry exhaust option

n   Lloyds type approval on all sets 

n    Extensive diagnostic information

n   Self protective shutdowns (more than any other manufacturer)

n    Largest certified worldwide distributor / dealer network 
in the industry

n   Global leader in marine Genset production with the most 
technically advanced marine Gensets available

n  Supported across Europe through a network of Cummins 
locations and dealers

Performance, Reliability & Support

13

* 60 Hz gensets also available

** 1 phase output

*** 3 phase output
© Princess Yachts

Model kW/kVA output Hz* Engine RPM Size / Weight in Sound Shield

4 MDKBH 4kW/4kVA** 50 Hz  2,400 rpm 662 x 511 x 524mm / 160kg

6 MDKBJ 6kW/6kVA** 50 Hz  2,400 rpm 664 x 583 x 535 mm / 195kg

7 MDKBL 7kW/7kVA ** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 911 x 566 x 593mm / 272kg

8 MDKBW 8kW/8kVA** 50 Hz 2,880 rpm 664 x 583 x 535 mm / 195kg

9.5 MDKBM 9.5kW/9.5kVA** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1033 x 566 x 593mm / 315kg

11 MDKBN 11kW/11kVA ** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1033 x 566 x 593mm / 315kg

13.5 MDKDP 13.5kW/16.9kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1127 x 602 x 698mm / 404kg

17.5 MDKDR 17.5kW/21.9kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1127 x 602 x 698mm / 422kg

19 MDKDV 19kW/23.8kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1127 x 602 x 698mm / 422kg

22.5 MDKDT 22.5kW/28.1kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1358 x 622 x 761mm / 601kg

27 MDKDU 27kW/40kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1358 x 622 x 761mm / 626kg

35 MDDCK 35kW/35kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1738 x 840 x 1039mm / 1090kg

40 MDDCF 40kW/50kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1738 x 840 x 1039mm / 1039kg

50 MDDCG 50kW/62.5kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 1738 x 840 x 1039mm / 1169kg

65 MDDCH 65kW/65kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 2146 x 840 x 1039mm / 1434kg

80 MDDCJ 80kW/100kVA*** 50 Hz  1,500 rpm 2146 x 840 x 1039mm / 1434kg
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Cummins Recreational and Light Commercial Marine Diesel Engines
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*Rating definitions can be found on page 19 

230-550 hpQSB6.7Litre

Power Ratings 

Rating* HO HO/GS ID/HO ID/HO ID HO
MCD/

HO
HD/HO ID

Metric hp 550 480 425 380 355 355 305 250 230

bhp 542 473 419 375 349 350 301 247 227

kW 405 353 312 279 261 261 224 184 169

Rated rpm 3300 3300 3000 3000 2800 3000 2600 2600 3000

Max Torque ft-lbs 1250 1165 1050 985 848 848 866 725 510

Max Torque N-m 1695 1580 1424 1335 1150 1150 1174 983 691

rpm @ max torque 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 1700 1500 1200

Configuration In-line 6-cylinder, 4-stroke diesel

Bore & Stroke 107 mm x 124 mm (4.21 in x 4.88 in)

Displacement 6.7 L (408 in³)

Aspiration Turbocharged / Aftercooled

Rotation Anticlockwise facing flywheel

Engine Specification

QSB6.7-M Features

Fuel System:  Bosch HPCR with hardened 
components to safely operate alternative fuels 
such as kerosene and JP8/JP5

Lubrication System:  Front mounted filters, 
LO service interval increased to 500 hours if use 
ULSD fuels

Electrical System:  12v and 24v, isolated 
and non isolated, systems available

Air Intake System:  New Walker air filter significantly 
reduces noise

Seawater System:  Optional dry run capability

Emissions:  EPA Tier 3, IMO II, RCD,  
EU Stage IIIa certified

Breather System:  Closed Crankcase Ventilation 
available on all ratings

Coolant System:  Keel cooled system available

Engine Overview

n  Unmatched performance driven through 
a perfectly matched turbocharger and a new 
24 valve cylinder head that delivers industry 
leading power density

n  Quiet operation, including an 80% reduction 
in noise at idle, is one of the many benefits from 
the common-rail fuel system

n  Enhanced sociability from the high-pressure 
common-rail design virtually eliminates smoke 
and improves the whole boating experience

n  Maximise vessel performance and access 
comprehensive vessel diagnostic information 
via SmartCraft® electronics

n  Peace of mind delivered by the Cummins Captain’s 
Briefing and global service network

15
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* Rating definitions can be found on page 19 

Not all ratios are available with every engine rating. 

Additional gear options may be available.QSC8.3Litre 500-600 hp

Power Ratings 

Rating* HO/ID HO HO/GS

Metric hp 500 550 600

bhp 493 543 593

kW 368 405 442

Rated rpm 2600 3000 3000

Max Torque ft-lbs 1327 1327 1327

Max Torque N-m 1799 1799 1799

rpm @ max torque 1800 1800 1800

Engine Overview

n  Unmatched performance driven through 
a perfectly matched turbocharger and a new 
24 valve cylinder head that delivers industry 
leading power density

n  Quiet operation, including an 80% reduction 
in noise at idle, is one of the many benefits 
from the common-rail fuel system

n  Enhanced sociability from the high-pressure 
common-rail design virtually eliminates smoke 
and improves the whole boating experience

n  Maximise vessel performance and access 
comprehensive vessel diagnostic information 
via SmartCraft® electronics

n  Peace of mind delivered by the Cummins 
Captain’s Briefing and global service network

Configuration In-line 6-cylinder, 4-stroke diesel

Bore & Stroke         114 mm x 135 mm (4.49 in x 5.31 in)

Displacement 8.3 L (505 in³)

Aspiration Turbocharged / Aftercooled

Rotation Anticlockwise facing flywheel

Engine Specification

QSC8.3-M Features

Fuel System:  Cummins high pressure 
common-rail; handed spin-on engine mounted 
fuel filter

Lubrication System:  Handed spin-on engine 
mounted lube filter, cast aluminum oil pan

Electrical System:  12-volt and 24-volt  
systems available

Coolant System:  Sea water heat exchanger  
cooling system; Keel cooled system available

Emissions:  EPA Tier 3, IMO II, RCD,  
EU Stage IIIa

16
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* Rating definitions can be found on page 19 

285-405 hpQSL9Litre

Power Ratings 

Configuration In-line 6-cylinder, 4-stroke diesel

Bore & Stroke         114 mm x 135 mm (4.49 in x 5.31 in)

Displacement 8.3 L (505 in³)

Aspiration Turbocharged / Aftercooled

Rotation Anticlockwise facing flywheel

Rating* MD/HO HD/HO CD/HO

Metric hp 405 330 285

bhp 400 326 281

kW 298 243 210

Rated rpm 2100 1800 1800

Max Torque ft-lbs 1194 1145 983

Max Torque N-m 1619 1553 1332

rpm @ max torque 1400 1400 1400

Configuration In-line 6-cylinder, 4-stroke diesel

Bore & Stroke         114 mm x 145 mm (4.49 in x 5.71 in)

Displacement 8.9 L (542 in³)

Aspiration Turbocharged / Aftercooled

Rotation Anticlockwise facing flywheel

Engine Specification

Engine Overview

n  Dependability and long life proven through thousands 
of hours of reliable commercial and trawler operation

n  Clean, quiet operation with virtually no startup smoke 
from the high pressure common-rail  
fuel system

n  Excellent fuel economy for long range cruising

n  Peace of mind delivered by the Cummins Captain’s 
Briefing and global service network

QSL9-M Features

Fuel System:  Cummins high pressure 
common-rail; handed spin-on 
Fleetguard fuel filter

Lubrication System:  Handed spin-on 
Fleetguard  lube filter

Electrical System:  12-volt and 24-volt  
systems available

Coolant System:  Sea water heat exchanger  
cooling system; Keel cooled system available

Emissions:  EPA Tier 3, IMO II, RCD,  
EU Stage IIIa

17
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300-715 hp
* Rating definitions can be found on page 19 

Not all ratios are available with every engine rating. 
Additional gear options may be available.QSM11Litre

Rating* HO/GS HO/GS HO ID/HO MD/HO HD/HO CD/HO CD/HO

Metric hp 715 670 645 610 455 405 355 300

bhp 705 661 636 602 450 400 350 295

kW 526 493 474 449 336 298 261 220

Rated rpm 2500 2300 2300 2300 2100 2100 1800 1800

Max Torque ft-lbs 1750 1750 1750 1575 1450 1344 1250 1160

Max Torque N-m 2373 2373 2373 2135 1966 1822 1695 1573

rpm @ max torque 1700 1700 1700 1700 1400 1400 1400 1300

Exhaust manifold Dry Dry Dry Dry Wet Wet Wet Wet

Power Ratings 

Engine Overview 

n  Proven acceleration and torque performance 
in thousands of boats from this dependable, 
four valve per cylinder workhorse

n  Quiet and fuel efficient operation from 
innovative four cycle design

n  Excellent, virtually smoke free sociability 
ensures a pleasurable boating experience

n  Extended engine life from heavy duty 
design elements

n  Peace of mind delivered by the Cummins 
Captain’s Briefing and global service network

Configuration In-line 6-cylinder, 4-stroke diesel

Bore & Stroke 125 mm x 147 mm (4.92 in x 5.79 in)

Displacement 10.8 L (661 in³)

Aspiration Turbocharged / Aftercooled

Rotation Anticlockwise facing flywheel

Engine Specification

QSM11-M Features

Fuel System:  Cummins Celect, a full authority electronic unit 
injection fuel system optimises combustion for increased engine 
performance and fuel efficient operation

Lubrication System:  Cast aluminum oil pan designed to resist 
corrosion, spin-on Fleetguard oil filters

Electrical System:  12-volt and 24-volt systems available,  
marine grade wiring harness and instrument panels

Cooling System:  Low profile, heat exchanger configuration 
with standard closed crankcase ventilation system

Air System:  Cummins Turbo Technologies turbocharger 
optimised for marine applications. Marine grade air filter. 
Large capacity sea water aftercooler

Emissions Certified:  EPA Tier 3, IMO II, RCD, EU Stage IIIa

Marine Society Certification:  ABS, LR, DNV, BV, CCS, KR 
approval certificates available on commercial ratings
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* Rating definitions can be found on page 19 
Not all ratios are available with every engine rating. 

Additional gear options may be available.

Heavy Duty (HD): Intended for nearly continuous use in variable load applications, where full power is limited to eight 

hours out of every ten hours of operation. Also, reduced power operation must be at or below cruise rpm, which is 

200 rpm below the maximum rated speed. This rating is for applications operating less than 5000 hours per year.

Medium Continuous (MD): Intended for moderate use in variable load applications, where full power is 

limited to six hours out of every twelve hours of operation. Also, reduced power operation must be at or below 

cruise rpm, which is 200 rpm below the maximum rated speed. This rating is for applications operating less than 

3000 hours per year.

Government Service (GS): Intended for infrequent use in variable load applications, where full power is limited 

to one hour out of every eight hours of operation. Also, reduced power operation must be at or below cruise 

speed (rpm). Cruise speed (rpm) is dependent on the engine rated speed (rpm), for applications operating less 

than 500 hours per year. Engines with this rating are restricted to non-revenue generating government service 

propulsion applications. It is not to be used in any revenue generating commercial applications, nor is it to be used 

in recreational pleasure applications.

Intermittent (ID): Intended for intermittent use in variable load applications, where full power is limited to two 

hours out of every eight hours of operation. Also, reduced power operation must be at or below cruise rpm, which is 

200 rpm below the maximum rated speed. This rating is for applications operating less than 1500 hours per year. 

High Output (HO): Intended for infrequent use in variable load applications, where full power is limited to one 

hour out of every eight hours of operation. Also, reduced power operation must be at or below cruise speed (rpm). 

Cruise speed (rpm) is dependent on the engine rated speed (rpm), Refer to Table 1 below. For applications operating 

less than 500 hours per year. Engines with this rating are intended for powering recreational/pleasure use vessels only. 

Commercial use is defined as any work or employment related use of the product, or any use of the product which 

generates income, for any part of the warranty period, even if the product is only occasionally used for such purposes.

Rating Conditions: Declared power ratings are based upon ISO 15550 reference conditions/ air pressure 

of 100kPa (29.612 in Hg) air temperature of 25° C (77°F) and 30% relative humidity. Propeller Shaft Power 

represents the net power available after typical reverse/reduction gear losses and is 97% of rated power. Power rated 

in accordance with IMCI procedures.

Rating Definitions

Rating* HO/GS HO/GS HO ID/HO MD/HO HD/HO CD/HO CD/HO

Metric hp 715 670 645 610 455 405 355 300

bhp 705 661 636 602 450 400 350 295

kW 526 493 474 449 336 298 261 220

Rated rpm 2500 2300 2300 2300 2100 2100 1800 1800

Max Torque ft-lbs 1750 1750 1750 1575 1450 1344 1250 1160

Max Torque N-m 2373 2373 2373 2135 1966 1822 1695 1573

rpm @ max torque 1700 1700 1700 1700 1400 1400 1400 1300

Exhaust manifold Dry Dry Dry Dry Wet Wet Wet Wet
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Genuine Parts

There is a genuine difference in the performance, 
reliability, durability and value of engine parts. 
That’s why it pays to go with Genuine Cummins 
and Cummins ReCon®. 

Cummins continually improves the performance 
characteristics of its engines. As improvements 
are identified, they are incorporated into Genuine 
Cummins Parts. They meet exacting Cummins 
specifications, utilise advanced material, incorporate 
state-of-the-art Cummins design and technology. 
All backed by a full Cummins warranty.

ReCon Parts Replacement Programme

A remanufactured Cummins ReCon component is 
a cost effective, quality alternative for new Genuine 
Cummins parts. Cummins ReCon involves a process 
in which a new Cummins ReCon component is 
traded for an old component. This old component, 
is the base raw material for a ‘new’ ReCon product.

Coolant

Cummins offers a full line of Fleetguard coolants 
that not only provide optimal coolant and boil over 
protection, but also prevent liner pitting, corrosion 
and scale. The Cummins PGXL long life non-toxic 
coolant is suitable for all engine types from heavy duty 
diesel engines to light duty applications. 

Filtration

Cummins Filtration is the leading worldwide designer 
and manufacturer of filtration products for heavy duty 
diesel powered equipment; and it owns the well 
recognised brand of Fleetguard.

Lubricants & Oils

Cummins offers a wide range of oils and lubricants 
developed and blended by Valvoline, one of the 
leading manufacturers of lubricants in the world. 
Valvoline Premium Blue E engine oil is designed 
to provide superior lubricant performance in todays 
low emissions diesel engines. It is an approved 
Cummins CES20078 and 20076 engine oil and carries 
an exclusive endorsement by Cummins Inc.

Aftermarket Products
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Cummins ReCon Remanufacturing

Cummins ReCon is the name used within Cummins 
to designate our line of genuine remanufactured parts 
and engines. 

Cummins ReCon products are not just repaired or 
rebuilt. They are remanufactured at Cummins’ factories. 
Remanufacturing is the highest quality repair. 

Choosing a remanufactured product reduces downtime, 
allows new technology to be incorporated into a repair, 
and turns a discarded item into a valuable product. 
ReCon products truly are the next best thing to new! 
Check the available ReCon engine models in the 
Recreational & Light Commercial Marine Aftermarket 
Support Guide.

Much more than an overhaul

On a cost effective Cummins ReCon engine, every part 
is completely disassembled down to the last nut and 
bolt, thoroughly cleaned and inspected and replaced with 
new parts if needed. Critical wear parts such as pistons, 
rings, bearings, bushings, seals and gaskets are replaced 
with genuine, new Cummins parts. After final assembly, 
computerised engine test cells guarantee  
like-new performance.

Factory Remanufactured Marine Engines

A Cummins ReCon marine engine gets a customer back 
on the water faster than an overhaul, because of direct 
availability. ReCon marine engines are backed by the 
best warranty coverage and the largest parts and service 
network worldwide, two year/2000 hour (whichever 
occurs first) warranty covers 100% parts, labour and 
travel expenses. Extended Coverage Plan options are 
also available. No other supplier can offer this total value 
package of reliability, performance, service support, 
warranty and price.

The following Cummins Marine ReCon engine 
models are available:

n 4BT
n 6BT
n 6BTA
n 6CTA
n QSB5.9*
n QSC8.3*
n QSM11*

*SmartCraft equipment on these engines is early version 1
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Cummins ReCon® Remanufactured Products

ReCon Marine Engine Benefits

n Recreational applications (155hp – 670hp) 

n Light Commercial applications (150hp – 610hp)

n Fast turnaround

n Immediate availability

n Like-for-like replacement

n Cost effective solution

n  High quality product, incorporated with the latest 
product upgrades

n Two year/2000 hour warranty (whichever occurs first)

n Extended Coverage Plan options

n Backed by the global Cummins network

n Environmentally responsible alternative
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Support

Our aim is to provide you world-class service 
support across Europe that is fast and responsive, 
flexible and convenient, and minimises equipment 
downtime and costs. Cummins provides a 
comprehensive range of service and maintenance 
options for the Recreational and Light 
Commercial Marine business and fully supports 
the following products:

Cummins Care

Cummins Care marine specialists are available 
to help with the following requests:

n  24/7/365 International Support 
Contact Number:  +1 625 871 5101

n Locate the nearest authorised repair location

n Manage the repair event process

n  Provide consistent communication and updates 
on repair event status

n  Assist with general Cummins information 
and product inquiries

n Cummins diesel engines

n Cummins Onan gensets

n Zeus propulsion systems

n Smartcraft monitoring equipment

In-House and On-Site Support

We offer a wide range of service and repair options on Cummins 
engines. These can be carried out either at a specified location, 
such as your own premises, at a certified Service Provider, or at our 
own specialist workshop.

Qualified Technicians

We provide you with the reassurance that a high quality service and 
repair will be carried out by highly trained Cummins engineers giving 
you peace of mind that the work undertaken will meet our high quality 
standards and your need for reliable, dependable performance.

Aftermarket Services
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In-House and On-Site Support

We offer a wide range of service and repair options on Cummins 
engines. These can be carried out either at a specified location, 
such as your own premises, at a certified Service Provider, or at our 
own specialist workshop.

Qualified Technicians

We provide you with the reassurance that a high quality service and 
repair will be carried out by highly trained Cummins engineers giving 
you peace of mind that the work undertaken will meet our high quality 
standards and your need for reliable, dependable performance.

Global Presence, Local Support 

Cummins products are supported by a team of marine-certified distributors offering sales, service and application expertise. In fact, all authorised service locations go through a rigorous 
factory training and certification process. Plus, our products are backed by a comprehensive warranty that is consistent and valid at any authorised service outlet worldwide. 

Our commitment to support is further evidenced by QuickServe®. This system is dedicated to performing fast, accurate maintenance and repair services using quality genuine Cummins new 
and ReCon® parts to minimise downtime and maximise productivity. Fleets of mobile Quickserve vans and marine trained technicians are fully equipped to respond rapidly, performing the 
necessary diagnosis and repairs on-site in a timely manner. Ask your local distributor or service provider for the Service Network Overview in your area.

Cummins serves customers in approximately 190 countries and territories through a network of more than 600 company 
owned and independent distributor locations and approximately 6,000 dealer locations. 
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